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I had the opportunity to ask Ryan Hall some questions at the Phoenix Marathon Expo.

One of his great stories: While at his mother in law’s house, she said she is going to run a marathon (age 55). She 
found a training plan on the internet. (*Ryan and his wife are elite distance runners…). Ryan asked how the training is 
going and she said “very well, as she was able to complete her long run of 13 miles…”. Ryan wasn’t sure what to say 
other than, “I wish you the best”.  She finished her marathon and was very happy.

You are likely here because you are at “that point” where you need some help to get faster.

I have information for people that just want the plan to get faster – I will compare a few different marathon programs 
and highlight the similarities and differences.

I also have information for those that are wanting to be “students of running” with some recent research and a small 
bit of theory for us non-biomechanics people (I found this stuff fascinating).
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1. Lemming Plan – whatever the group is doing
2. Magazine Article – it worked for someone
3. Books – provides the background and more detail to customize the plan
4. Self-coached – amalgamate articles and research to design a plan
5. Coaching – they do all the work, provide objective feedback, make you accountable, provide “therapy”
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EASY Training might be 20 miles per week
-1 long run + Shorter runs that may pickup the speed a bit
-or 1 long run + an Interval/Tempo session

MODERATE Training might be 25 to 30 miles per week
-1 long run + Speedwork or Intervals/Tempo + an Easy run

HARD Training might be 30 to 40 miles per week
-1 long run + Speedwork +Intervals/Tempo + Easy runs

HARDER Training might be 40 to 60 miles per week
-Longer Long runs and more Easy/Recovery runs

Sweet Spot is in the Moderate to Hard category where you will hit 75 to 85% of your potential and setbacks should 
be limited
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I borrowed this from wephysio.com
The base is proper load management – can your body handle this?
Strength development will help with managing the load
Proper movement will use your strength the move the load
Stretching/Mobility will keep the joints, muscles, and tendons in their full ranges of motion
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The body is an amazing adaptive metabolic machine. 
We needed to survive the Saber-tooth Tigers… 
If you twisted an ankle while running from a tiger, your brain would figure out a way to compensate and keep you 
running (the brain needs the body to survive).

[The Movement Book – Gray Cook – Functional Movement Screen)
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This program is all about “Training with a Purpose”.
Every workout is prescribed and you will have immediate feedback as to you chances for success.
Weekly mileage of 25-30 miles and will consume about 4 to 6 hours per week.
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Over the years, they have encountered far more runners who struggle to remain healthy on low mileage with high 
long run programs than their method.
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Chi Running Takes a very Asian approach to running (Tai Chi and Yoga)
POSE (the running pose – figure “4”) is a biomechanical approach
CFE uses POSE running and CrossFit training (low mileage) strength focused
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Rest is where you come back stronger.
“Today, are you making a deposit or a withdrawal?”
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Where to Qualify
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You are different from everyone else, so find what works for you and use it. 
Don’t be afraid to try something different – the body is good at adapting to changes (if you keep doing the same 
workouts, your body will become efficient at them and adaptations will not happen).
Just remember the Golden Rule – don’t increase anything by more than 10% per week.
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